Podcast Suite Instructions

- To begin using the podcasting equipment, turn on the audio interface using the power button on the back and open GarageBand.

- Select "Empty Project" and click "Choose" in the bottom right corner.
• For the first track, select microphone, then select "Input 3" under input. Next, click "Create" in the bottom right.

• You should see your new track, "Audio 1." Click the plus sign above it. This time, set the input to "Input 4." These two audio tracks correspond to the two microphones.
• To begin recording, however, you must set the gain level on each microphone. To do this, adjust the sliders labeled 1 and 2 on the Rode interface. Talk as if you were recording and look at the green bars on the interface. You want them to be mostly full, but not peaking.

• In order to prepare the tracks for recording, click Track -> Configure Track Header.
• In the menu that appears, check Record Enable.

• By clicking the recording symbols on each track, ready both tracks to record.

• Then, you can begin recording by either clicking the record symbol at the top of the window or by pressing R. You can stop recording by pressing stop (the square) at the top of the window or by pressing space.

• Once you have audio recorded, you can add processing to a track by selecting it and adjusting the dials and settings at the bottom of the window. You can also adjust the
volume levels of each track using the slider on each in the track pane.
Once you are completely finished, you can export your audio by clicking Share -> Export Song to Disk on the top bar.